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Kerala Travel, Kerala Tour Packages
Keralatravelclub provides detailed information on Kerala tourism guide, Kerala travel, Keral
a tourism
, Kerala tour packages, Kerala honeymoon packages, Kerala tour itineraries, Kerala tourism
destinations,
kerala
holidays,
kerala
travel agents.

Kerala - One of the 50 must see destinations of a lifetime - &quot;National Geographic
Traveler&quot;
Kerala - One of the 10 paradises of the World - &quot;National Geographic Traveler&quot;
Kerala - One of the 100 great trips for the 21st century - &quot;Travel and Leisure&quot;
Kerala - One of the ten hot spots for the millennium - &quot;Emirates In-flight
Magazine&quot;
Kerala - One of the ten love nests in India - &quot;Cosmopolitan&quot;
Kerala - One of the six destinations of the millennium - &quot;Khaleej Times&quot;Kerala
Tourism – a Memorable Visit to God’s Own

Explore mesmerizing beauty of Kerala

Azure shores of Kerala present a tranquil and enchanting setting to celebrate the most
wonderful moments of life amidst the enthralling treasures of nature. Kerala vacation holidays
offer you a lot more than just a retreat from everyday life. It transfers you to a whole new world
that abounds with natural beauty and serenity, while this exotic destination intoxicates you with
its charm and simplicity. Everywhere you look, you will be surrounded by the most mesmerizing
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and vibrant views, sprinkled with serene backwaters, aqua blue beaches and conspicuous hill
stations.

Kerala tourism offers you a rare chance to enjoy the most spectacular and magnificent gifts
of nature. Surrounded by Arabian Sea and Western
Ghats in west and east
respectively, it is the distinct geographical location of Kerala that has made it the most preferred
holiday destination for nature lovers. Extensive shoreline is home to several enchanting
beaches where you can enjoy adventurous water sports or spend some memorable time with
loved ones in peace and harmony. Innumerable tourists from all corners of the world flock these
beaches to experience ultimate fun and enjoyment.

Customized Kerala tours are the best way to explore the most breathtaking views this place
has to offer.
Kerala tour packages, with their well planned
itinerary and finest luxuries, ensure that your trip to Kerala becomes the most cherished
memory of your lifetime. Specially designed
Kerala honeymoon
packages bring to you the best that this charming place has to offer, from staying in the most
luxurious hotels and enjoying the world class hospitality to relishing the most delectable cuisines
and becoming a part of its rich culture and tradition.

Kerala travel experience is nothing less than an unforgettable journey that takes you through
an enchanting world of natural splendors, exotic cuisines, vibrant culture and matchless
hospitality. Choose one of the most spectacular tour packages and get ready to embark on a
memorable experience.

Kerala Tourism Map:

The below map gives a fair idea of kerala tourism locations and areas of intrest in keral
a
!
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